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Engineering of light confinement in strongly
scattering disordered media
Francesco Riboli1,2*†, Niccolò Caselli1,2, Silvia Vignolini1,2†, Francesca Intonti1,2, Kevin Vynck1†,
Pierre Barthelemy1†, Annamaria Gerardino3, Laurent Balet4, Lianhe H. Li4, Andrea Fiore4†,
Massimo Gurioli1,2 and Diederik S. Wiersma1,2

Disordered photonic materials can di�use and localize light through random multiple scattering, o�ering opportunities to
study mesoscopic phenomena, control light–matter interactions, and provide new strategies for photonic applications. Light
transport in such media is governed by photonic modes characterized by resonances with finite spectral width and spatial
extent. Considerable steps have been made recently towards control over the transport using wavefront shaping techniques.
The selective engineering of individual modes, however, has been addressed only theoretically. Here, we experimentally
demonstrate the possibility to engineer the confinement and the mutual interaction of modes in a two-dimensional disordered
photonic structure. The strong light confinement is achieved at the fabrication stage by an optimization of the structure,
and an accurate and local tuning of the mode resonance frequencies is achieved via post-fabrication processes. To show
the versatility of our technique, we selectively control the detuning between overlapping localized modes and observe both
frequency crossing and anti-crossing behaviours, thereby paving the way for the creation of open transmission channels in
strongly scattering media.

The ability to mould the flow of light at the wavelength
scale has been largely investigated in photonic-crystal-based
devices, a class of materials in which the propagation of

light is driven by interference between multiply Bragg scattered
waves and whose energy dispersion is described by a photonic
band diagram1. Light propagation in such structures is defined
by Bloch modes, which can be engineered by varying the
structural parameters of the material2–4. In disordered media,
both the direction and phase of the propagating waves are
randomized in a complex manner, making any attempt to control
light propagation particularly challenging. Disordered media are
at present investigated in several contexts, ranging from the
study of collective multiple scattering phenomena5,6 to cavity
quantum electrodynamics and random lasing7,8, to the possibility
to provide efficient solutions in renewable energy9, imaging10 and
spectroscopy-based applications11. Transport in such systems can
be described in terms of photonic modes, or quasi-modes, which
exhibit characteristic spatial profiles and spectra12,13. In diffusive
systems, these modes are spatially and spectrally overlapping
whereas in the regime of Anderson localization, they become
spatially and spectrally isolated14. Unlike Bloch modes in periodic
systems, the precise formation of photonic modes in a single
realization of the disorder is unpredictable. Control over light
transport can be obtained by shaping the incidentwave to excite only
a specific part of the modes available in a given system15–18. To fully
exploit the potential of disordered systems, however, mode control

is needed. It was shown theoretically that isolated modes could be
selectively tuned and possibly coupled to each other by a local fine
modification of the dielectric structure19,20.

In this Article, we demonstrate experimentally the ability to fully
control the spectral properties of an individual photonic mode in
a two-dimensional disordered photonic structure21, in a wavelength
range that is relevant for applications driven by photonic research. A
statistical analysis of individual spatially isolated random photonic
modes is performed by multi-dimensional near-field imaging,
leading to a detailed determination of intensity fluctuations, decay
lengths and mode volumes. We then demonstrate that individual
modes can be fine-tuned either by near-field tip perturbation or by
local sub-micrometre-scale oxidation of the semiconductor slab22.
The resonant frequency of a selected mode is gradually shifted until
it is in perfect spectral superpositionwith the frequency of other two
modes, located a few micrometres apart and spatially overlapping
with the tuned mode. On spectral resonance, we observe frequency
crossing and anti-crossing behaviours, respectively; the latter
indicating mode interaction. This provides the experimental proof-
of-principle that optically isolated regions can be connected23,
offering new possibilities in the control of light propagation in
disordered media.

The samples under consideration are 320 nm-thick GaAs planar
dielectric waveguides, optically activated by the inclusion of three
layers of InAs quantum dots (QDs) at the centre of the slab
and patterned with disordered distributions of circular holes
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Figure 1 | Near-field imaging of localized modes. a,b, Scanning electron microscopy images of disordered samples with filling fraction f=0.35 and f=0.13
and hole diameters hd=215 nm and hd= 185 nm, respectively. The inset of panel a shows the suspended photonic membrane clamped at its edges.
c,d, Near-field photoluminescence images for samples with f=0.35 and f=0.13, respectively, evaluated at the wavelength of the highest intensity peak of
the near-field scans shown in e and f, respectively. e,f, Near-field spectra for samples with f=0.35 and f=0.13 detected in the position corresponding to
the maximum value of the near-field photoluminescence images shown in c and d, respectively, and normalized to the average photoluminescence of each
sample. The colour scale of the near-field images and the vertical scale in the spectra range from the minimum to the maximum of the normalized number
of counts (NoC).
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Figure 2 | Statistical distributions of the PL intensity. a,b, Probability density function (PDF) of the near-field intensities for di�erent values of the filling
fraction (f=0, 0.13, 0.2, 0.26, 0.35) and hole diameter hd=200 nm, presented on linear (a) and logarithmic (b) scales. Each curve has been evaluated
taking into account 512 near-field intensity maps within the wavelength range 1.15 µm–1.37 µm. Each map is composed of 104 pixels. The PL intensities (IPL)
are normalized to the PL average value of the photoluminescence of the respective sample (µ=〈IPL〉). For the linear scale (a) we also show the distribution
for f=0 (divided by a factor of 10)—that is, for the slab without any holes—exhibiting the minor fluctuations due to the InGaAs quantum dots themselves.
c, Variance (σ 2) of the PDFs for di�erent scatterer diameters, normalized to the average value µ. The error bars of σ 2/µ2 have been evaluated by
calculating this quantity for di�erent ranges of wavelengths, whereas for the filling fractions the uncertainty comes from the dispersion of the hole
diameters evaluated using SEM images.

with varying parameters (see the scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images in Fig. 1a,b). The system is studied by using
a commercial near-field scanning optical microscope (SNOM),

used in an illumination/collection geometry at room temperature.
Further experimental details on the sample design, fabrication and
near field imaging are given in the Methods.
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Figure 3 | Decay lengths of localized modes. a,b, Average spectral width of the near-field frequency peaks as a function of the penetration depth inside the
sample (black line) for filling fractions f=0.35 (a) and f=0.13 (b) superimposed on a scanning electron microscopy image of the respective disordered
samples. The border of the samples is located at position x=0 µm. The red dotted line is an exponential fit to the data. The FWHM of the average
autocorrelation function was calculated within a vertical strip parallel to the border of the sample. The size of the strip was 200 nm in the x direction and
9 µm in the y direction and contains 45 near-field spectra. c, Average decay lengths of the photonic modes versus filling fraction, evaluated by fitting the
decay of the average spectral width with an exponential function (red dotted line in a and b). The errors are evaluated by performing the above analysis
along the four edges of each sample. The slight increase of the FWHM in the bulk of the sample with f=0.35 is probably due to a small increase in the hole
diameter caused by a proximity e�ect of the electron beam during the writing stage. This e�ect is present at the centre of the sample with high hole density
and almost absent near the edges.
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Figure 4 | Reversible spectral tuning of localized modes. a, Map of the PL intensity, IPL, of the modes obtained by a Lorentzian fit of the local spectra. The
spatial extension of the mode is consistent with the estimated decay length shown in Fig. 3c. b, Normalized near-field spectra of the mode shown in a,
evaluated close to the maximum PL intensity (point A) and at a point showing a low PL signal (point B). The mode shift is caused by the presence of the
SNOM tip in the near-field of the mode, which induces a dielectric perturbation to the near-field electric distribution of the mode. The observed maximum
shift is 0.43 nm. The structural parameters of the sample are f=0.35 and hd=220 nm.

Figure 1c,d shows typical photoluminescence (PL) near-field
intensity maps at a fixed emission wavelength for samples with
f =0.35 and f =0.13 respectively (f is the filling fraction, defined
as the ratio between the area occupied by the scatterers and the
total area of the sample). Several modes, with a high degree of
spatial localization, are identified by the bright spots in the intensity
distributions and peaks in the wavelength spectrum (the spectra
corresponding to the highest intensity spots in Fig. 1c,d are shown in
Fig. 1e,f, respectively). The main difference between the two spectra
normalized by the average intensity is the peak amplitude value. In
fact, the PL spectrumof the sample with f =0.35 supports a peak ten
timesmore intense than the average value, whereas the PL spectrum

of the sample with f = 0.13 exhibits a peak with an intensity 3.5
times the average value. Although such intensity distributions and
spectra provide useful local information about two single peaks, a
statistical analysis of a large dataset is required to understand the
mesoscopic properties of individual samples, and in particular the
influence of the hole filling fraction and diameter on the properties
of the underlying modes.

Figure 2a,b shows the probability density function (PDF) of
the near-field PL intensity normalized to the PL average value
(IPL/〈IPL〉). Each distribution has been evaluated taking into account
all intensity maps in the experimental spectral range (between
λ= 1.15 µm and λ= 1.38 µm). Increasing the filling fraction leads
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Figure 5 | Local engineering of localized modes. a–c, PL intensities of modes A, B and C before starting the laser-assisted local oxidation (1t=0 min). The
colour bar of the images ranges from min.= 0 to max.= 1 for mode B and mode C, and from min.= 0 to max.= 0.6 for mode A. The white circle indicates
the position of the SNOM tip during the photoinduced oxidation of the GaAs membrane. The regions lying within the white (red) dotted lines identify the
spatial overlap between the modes A and B (B and C). d, Separation between the resonant wavelengths of modes A and B (ΩAB=λA−λB) as a function of
the exposure time1t, which reaches a minimum value ofΩ0

AB=2g=(3.55±0.25) nm at around1t= 170 min. The black solid line shows the fit of the
experimental splitting with the expected trend for strong coupling. e,g, Evolution of the normalized PL spectra mediated within the overlap regions, BC and
AB, respectively, as a function of the laser exposure time. The average intensity of the modes within these regions is typically 10–15 times smaller than the
average PL intensity of the maxima of each mode. f, Evolution of the resonant wavelength of the three modes evaluated in the overlap regions as a function
of1t. The resonant wavelength of mode B crosses that of mode C at approximately1t=310 min. The error bars are provided by the two-peak Lorentzian
fits of the photoluminescence spectra of e and g.

to more asymmetric (Fig. 2a) and heavy-tailed (Fig. 2b) PDFs
with a notably higher probability to observe high-intensity peaks.
For instance, peaks with a normalized intensity of approximately
IPL/〈IPL〉=4 are roughly 100 times more probable in samples with
f = 0.35 than in those with f = 0.2. The onset of the occurrence
of rare, yet very bright peaks can be quantified by the normalized
variance σ 2/µ2 of the PDF (where σ 2 and µ are the variance and
themean intensity of the distribution, respectively). Figure 2c shows
that σ 2/µ2 increases by at least a factor of five on increasing the
filling fraction from f = 0.13 to f = 0.35. The influence of the
hole diameter (hd) on the normalized variance is less evident, as
shown by the three behaviours of σ 2/µ2 highlighted with squares,
circles and triangles that correspond to hd=180 nm, hd=200 nm,
hd = 250 nm, respectively. The PL fluctuations of the integrated
quantum sources are primarily driven by local density of states
(LDOS) fluctuations24,25, which in turn are related to the light
transport properties of the system as well as to the near-field
interaction between sources and scatterers26–28. In our experimental
configuration the interplay between the involved processes, such
as the excitation efficiency of QDs, the collection efficiency of the
SNOM tip and the light transport in the disordered medium, does
not allowone to quantitatively relate the slopes of the PDF tails to the
dimensionless conductance24,29,30 and to quantify the contribution
of the light transport properties and source–scatterer near-field
interactions to such fluctuations. Nevertheless, the appearance of
longer tails for samples with increasing filling fraction is a signature
of the increased confinement of the photonic quasi-modes. On
the other hand, the weak dependence of the fluctuations on the
hole diameter shows that such disordered systems are structurally

independent (within the measurement spectral window) of possible
dispersion of the scatterer size.

To retrieve information about the average spatial extension of the
photonic modes, we exploit the fact that their quality factor should
decrease in proximity to the sample borders as a result of in-plane
leakage. Basically, the more confined modes will feel the sample
borders at shorter distances from it. The average mode decay length
may then be evaluated by investigating how the mode spectral
width depends on the distance to the border31. Figure 3a,b shows the
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the averaged frequency
autocorrelation function of the near-field spectra, collected in
spatial strips parallel to the sample border as a function of distance
to the border. The average FWHM decreases very rapidly for
samples with f =0.35 (hd=200 nm), reaching a constant value at a
distance of 3–4 µm away from the border, whereas for samples with
f =0.13 (hd=200 nm) the decay ismuch slower, reaching a constant
value at a distance of approximately 10–12 µm. Figure 3c shows the
decay length, as calculated from an exponential fit to the FWHM
decrease with distance to the border, as a function of the density of
scatterers. The samples with f = 0.35 support modes with a decay
length of approximately ξ=0.8 µm with a ratio (L/2)/ξ=15, where
L=25 µm is the sample size, whereas for f =0.13 the decay length
is approximately ξ=3.5 µm with a ratio (L/2)/ξ=3.5. The FWHM
of frequency autocorrelations in the middle of the samples is related
to the spectral width of localized modes, which provide their
average intrinsic quality factor Q=λ/δλ=440+/−80 for f =0.35
(hd = 200 nm). This value is bounded by the out-of-plane
losses, which are roughly four times larger than the in-plane
losses (inherent to the finite size of the sample), as we have
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verified by a comparison between two- and three-dimensional
FDTD calculations.

Having identified a proper set of design parameters to create
disordered structures that support strongly confined modes, we
proceed to a post-processing step that allows fine-tuning of the
resonant wavelength of such modes. The technique we exploit is
based on the local modification of the dielectric environment in
the proximity of the maximum intensity of the modes. From a
sample in the regime of the strongest confinement, at f =0.35 and
hd= 200 nm, we demonstrate the ability to perform a gentle and
reversible spectral tuning on a single localizedmode and to engineer
the wavelength splittings of selected pairs of modes that show a
crossing or an anti-crossing feature, depending on themutual spatial
overlap and therefore on the mode interaction strength32.

The gentle and reversible engineering is achieved by exploiting
the perturbation induced by the SNOM tip, whichmodifies the local
dielectric environment where multiple light scattering takes place31.
For a dielectric uncoated SNOM tip, the induced spectral shift is
towards lower energies and the amplitude given by1λ/λ0=(λmax−

λ)/λ0 is proportional to the modal volume Veff of the localized
mode and to the SNOM tip polarizability33,34. Figure 4a shows the
intensity image of an isolated mode that extends over a region of a
few micrometres, whereas Fig. 4b shows the normalized intensity
spectra taken close to the PL maximum intensity of the mode
(point A) and on the PL low intensity tail (point B). The amplitude
of the observed spectral shift is 1λ= (0.43+/−0.02) nm, which
represents a small fraction of the mode linewidth (δλ∼ 3 nm),
but demonstrates that a dielectric perturbation in the near field
is able to slightly modify the resonant frequency of a disordered
mode. This spectral shift also allows one to give an estimation of the
modal volume of the localized mode Veff∼ 0.2 µm3 (ref. 35), a value
consistent both with the SNOM mode image (Fig. 4a) and with the
statistical estimation of the decay length (Fig. 3c).

To control the modes over a broader spectral range, we exploit a
post-fabrication technique based on laser-assisted micro-oxidation
that permanently and locally (∼1 µm2) modifies the dielectric
environment by reducing the effective GaAs membrane thickness
and increasing the effective pore diameter22. This technique has
been successfully used to gently blue-shift the resonance frequency
of photonic-crystal-based cavities and has also been theoretically
proposed as a way to change the nature of the modes in a strongly
disordered system19. We carefully choose a set of three modes that
are spatially close but detuned in frequency to demonstrate the
ability to engineer the spectral and spatial properties of the modes.

Figure 5a–c shows the intensity PL distribution of the three
modes (mode A, mode B and mode C) before starting the laser-
assisted oxidation process. The PL distribution of each mode is
characterized by a main intensity peak surrounded by speckles with
lower intensities. The spatial regions highlighted by the white (red)
dotted lines, identify the spatial overlap between the A and B (B
and C) modes. The laser exposition is made in correspondence
to the maximum intensity of mode B (white circle). Figure 5e,g
shows the temporal evolution as a function of the laser exposure
time of the normalized PL spectra averaged over the BC and AB
overlap regions, respectively. The lower PL intensity in BC with
respect to AB (demonstrated by the larger signal to noise ratio in the
normalized spectra) reflects the smaller spatial overlap between the
modes. Figure 5f shows the evolution of the resonant wavelengths of
modes A, B and C as a function of the laser exposure time1t . Let us
first consider the time evolution of mode B with respect to mode C.
The wavelength of mode B (λB) blue-shifts monotonically whereas
that of mode C (λC) stays at the unperturbed value within the
experimental uncertainty. After 310min of exposure, the spectral
overlap between the two modes is maximized. By further oxidizing
the dielectric membrane, the two resonances spectrally cross until
they go out of resonance at 1t = 465min. The spatial overlap

between modes B and C is small, thus determining a coupling
strength much smaller than the broadening of the individual
modes19. The twomodes are likely to be in theweak coupling regime,
explaining why a frequency anti-crossing is not observed. One
possible way to get a greater interaction strength is to choose two
modes with a larger spatial overlap, which means a shorter spatial
separation. This is exactly the case of mode A and mode B, which
have a larger spatial overlap with respect to the previous case (BC).
The time evolution of the A and B wavelengths reported in Fig. 5f
shows that the local oxidation induces mode anti-crossing. Indeed,
the splitting between the mode resonant wavelengths as a function
of the exposure time (ΩAB=λA−λB) initially decreases, reaching
the minimum around 1t=170min and then increasing again (see
Fig. 5d). The amplitudes of the two interacting modes in the overlap
region reach the same value at the time of minimum splitting (see
the evolution of the PL spectra in Fig. 5g). The black solid line in
Fig. 5d is the result of the fit of the experimental splitting with the
expected strong coupling behaviour36. The minimum experimental
splitting Ω0

AB gives the interaction strength g from Ω0
AB = 2g =

(3.55+/−0.25) nm. To satisfy the strong coupling condition, Ω0
AB

has to be compared with the FWHM of the modes, which is
1λ= (3.00+/−0.08) nm; we find that Ω0

AB ≥1λ, which means
that the two modes are just at the onset of strong coupling.
Our observation of both frequency crossing and anti-crossing
behaviours represents the first step towards the creation of
chains of hybridized localized random modes, better known
as necklace states, observed in 1D-systems37 and predicted for
higher dimensions23.

In conclusion, we have shown that it is possible to obtain and
engineer strongly confined modes in two-dimensional disordered
structures in the near-infrared wavelength regime. More strikingly,
we have demonstrated the possibility to largely engineer the
spectrum and the interaction of random modes by a fine-tuning
of the disordered system in post-fabrication processes. Our results
open new routes for addressing mesoscopic transport phenomena
in random media. As an example, the control of the optical
confinement and the coupling between modes could be used to
exploit 2D necklace states in designing transmission channels.
Furthermore, random photonic materials have been proposed as an
alternative platform to develop both classical and quantumphotonic
devices, and, in this framework, our achievements constitute an
important step towards the control of disorder-based photonic
resonators and traps.

Methods
Structural parameters and growth process of the samples. The disordered
photonic system is realized on a 320-nm-thick GaAs planar dielectric waveguide,
suspended in air and clamped at its edges (Fig. 1a,b), resulting in a square pad
with lateral size L=25 µm. The planar waveguide is optically activated by the
inclusion of three layers of high-density InAs quantum-dots (QDs), grown by
molecular beam epitaxy. The QDs are buried in the middle plane of the slab,
homogeneously distributed all over the sample and emit in a broad range of
wavelengths, from 1.15 µm to 1.38 µm. The homogeneous and high-density QD
distribution (approximately 103 µm−2) guarantees that the bright spots in the
intensity maps are in correspondence to underlying localized modes generated by
multiple light scattering and are not caused by the fluctuation of the QD density.
Electron–beam lithography, reactive ion etching (RIE) and wet etching allowed
the waveguide to be patterned with a random distribution of circular holes. We
realized samples with hole densities ranging from f =0.13 to f =0.35 and hole
diameters (hd) ranging from hd=180 nm to hd=250 nm. Deviations of the
structural parameters from the nominal values have been measured with a
scanning electron microscope and are within 5% for hole diameters and 10% for
the filling fraction. To avoid merging between adjacent holes during the growth
process (proximity effects), we imposed a minimum distance (1.3 hole diameters)
between the centres of the nearest neighbouring holes.

Experimental set-up: multidimensional near-field imaging. The experimental
apparatus is a commercial SNOM (Twinsnom, Omicron). The SNOM is used in
an illumination/collection geometry: QDs are excited through the SNOM tip with
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a 780 nm diode laser and the PL signal is collected again through the same tip.
The PL signal is dispersed in a spectrometer and detected by an InGaAs array.
This allows one to record point-by-point (with a combined spatial and spectral
resolution of 200 nm and 0.5 nm, respectively) the local PL emission spectrum of
the QDs. Spatial and spectral resolution can be improved up to 50 nm and
0.11 nm respectively, when necessary. These measurements therefore provide
simultaneous spectral information, spatial distributions of the optical modes and
structural information of the sample via the mechanical feedback signal of the
SNOM. The large amount of data we are able to gather within a single
experimental scan (more than 2×105 wavelength spectra, each one composed of
512 pixels), allows us to study the statistical properties of the near-field intensity
of photonic modes.

A crucial aspect in illumination/collection SNOM-based set-ups is the fact
that the PL intensity collected by the near-field tip results directly from the
excitation efficiency of the QDs, which is driven by the LDOS at the excitation
wavelength (λ=780 nm), QD light emission efficiency, driven by the LDOS at the
emission wavelength (ranging from λ=1,150 nm to λ=1,380 nm) and the
collection efficiency of the near-field probe. We thus expect the near-field PL
intensity measurements to indicate the location and extent of the photonic modes
of the system, albeit not their exact intensity distribution.

To obtain intensity maps that reproduce in more detail the spatial profile of
the modes, we used the well-established tip-induced perturbation technique31,33–35.
The amount of the spectral shift 1λ is directly proportional to the intensity of the
local electric field and to the polarizability of the dielectric probe (SNOM tip),
and inversely proportional to the modal volume Veff of the localized mode. The
polarizability of our tip, and therefore the measurement calibration of the modal
volume from the spectral shift, has been determined by measuring the spectral
shift in a photonic nanocavity with known Veff. This allowed us to reconstruct
high-fidelity intensity maps of localized modes and to give a careful estimation of
the modal volume, Veff∼0.2µm−3, a value consistent with the measured decay
length (ξ∼0.8µm). The spatial distributions of modes A, B and C correspond to
the amplitude of a Lorentzian fit of the mode PL spectra, as usually done when
exploiting the tip-induced perturbation technique.
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